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The last decade has witnessed the rapid development of novel semiconduc-
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electronic devices1. Common features of many of these devices are their low dimensionality and the importance of quantum effect*. In particular in multibarrier
heterostnurtures, amongst others, electron transport takes place via resonant tun-

TRANSIT TIME FOR RESONANT TUNNELING *

neling essentially as a one dimensional process3'9.
The above development* have motivated the necessity for a more precise de-
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scription of tunneling effects, particularly the question of the relevant time scales
involved. The essential feature of the resonance situation is a complex constructive
interference process. The physics is well known4. The simplest case corresponds to

ABSTRACT
This work considers properties of the partial widths in one dimensional elastic resonant
tunneling in order to propose a transit time rtr = h/(rnT"*) where T, is the elastic width and
T" the transmission coefficient atresonanceenergy. This time is interpreted as an average over
the resonance energy width. It is shown that the tunneling current density integrated across a sharp
resonance is inversely proportional to T*. This transit time may be much larger than the values
predicted by other definitions.

a situation where an electron of well defined energy E is incident upon a system
formed by two consecutive barriers each of a height greater than E and a classically
allowed region between them. At nearly all Incident energies the electron is almost
totally reflected. However it may be that for a small energy range of width Tn
around an energy e n , the particle finds itself with a large probability to enter the
system to be eventually transmitted or reflected. The case of multlbarrier systems is
similar to the above situation though the interference process is now more complex.
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Regarding resonant tunneling times, one question that has been asked is, How
long does it take for an electron to traverse the system?. This question is crucial
regarding the ultimate speed of resonant tunneling devices. Away from resonance
the subject of tunneling times has become controversial in recent years 8 , On the
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other hand at resonance energy the times provided by various approaches coincide
for the case of full transmission (T - 1) and hence are non controversial*"*. The
most common answer to the above question has been the transmission phase time6.
2
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However, aa shown below, this time is not adequate in general as a transit time.

length, i.e., V{x) = 0 for x < 0 and x > L, capable of sustaining resonances. The

It is the purpose of this work to exploit the physical properties of the partial

functions «„(*) Batisfy outgoing boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L, that

widths for elastic resonant tunneling processes7 to provide an appropriate time

is, u|,(0) = -iJtBuB(O) and u'n(L) = tJtnun(L), where the prime denotes deriva-

scale for the transit of electrons through the structure. This leads to a transit time

tive with respect to x. The eigenfunctions u n (x) may also be seen as the residues

rtr for resonant tunneling in tmiltibarrier systems. We show that the tunneling

at the complex poles En = fta*2/2m = tn - tT o /2 of the full propagator of the

current density arising from a sharp isolated resonance is inversely proportional to

system7'13. In general one may write the full expression for the resonant eigen-

r,r. Since the current involves an integral across the energies within the width T

function as un(x,t) = un(x)exp[-i(nt/h\exp[-Tnt/2h\,

of the resonance, it follows that the transit time r», refers to an average over such

which shows explicitly the

intrinsic decaying nature of these states. Since we are considering an elastic process,
the requirement of probability conservation,

energy interval.
In the description of resonant processes it is well known the conceptual advantage of associating a complex energy, En — tn-

)T n /2, to each resonance10'11. In

particular this allows an analytic description of relevant quantities such as the transmission coefficient near resonance energy in a Breit-Wigner fashion11-13. However
the eigenfunctions un(x) corresponding to each of these complex energies possess

where /„ = $£ |« B (*)| a dx and Jn{x, t) stands for the probability current, together
with the above outgoing boundary conditions yields the total elastic width, T n =
T% + r£, which defines the partial widths,

interesting properties that have not been fully exploited in the context of one dimensional resonant tunneling. The eigenfunctions uB(x) are defined as the solutions

rj

of the Schrodinger equation,

(3)

Eq.(3) has been obtained in an alternative form in a previous work n. Notice that
the partial widths are independent of the normalization condition on the eigenfunctions «„(*). The quantities T%/A and Tj/ft represent respectively the probability
per unit time of electronic decay through the extremities of the system at x = 0 and
with kn = an - »*n and V(x) = 2mV(x)/h3.

The complex eigenvalue is En =

x = L. T% and T% are the widths associated to the two channels involved in a one

/l2Jt'/2m = tn — tT n /2, where «„ represents the position of the resonance and Tn

dimensional scattering process. They are proportional to the velocity of the electron

the corresponding width. V(x) stands for an arbitrary potential profile of finite

times the probability to find the electron at the corresponding boundary divided by
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the probability to find It within the internal region. One therefore sees, from Eq.{3),
that the partial widths are quantities which depend coherently, through u n (x), on
the system as a whole. The above quantities define the characteristic times7,

The partial widths can be used to describe relevant physical processes near
*
resonance energy. For example it is well known that the transmission coefficient
around a sharp isolated resonance i.e., £„ > I\, and \tn - ( n ±i| > Tn, may be
written in terms of the partial widths as 13>IS,

(4)

ro-

r>0r>L

(6)

Obviously the characteristic timei defined by Bq.(4) also depend coherently on
the system as a whole. This I* to be contrasted with treatments which assign
time scales to different regions of the system ignoring the inherent coherence of
the resonant process. In particular in the case of a, double barrier structure, the
above characteristic times should not be confused with the traversal tiroes through
the barriers which are calculated u if the barriers were independent of the rest
of the system. One may use a semiclassical calculation to compare these times.
If ID denotes the width of the well, vn the resonant speed inside the well, and
7 ° and TL the corresponding transmission coefficients through each barrier, the
WKB approximation yields for the characteristic times *, r° = 2w/(vTiT°) and
T% = 2u>/(tinrL), whereas for the traversal times gives t0 = da/v% and tL - dL/v%,
where do and dt, are the thicknesses of the barriers and vj[ and v% the corresponding
velocities. It follows then that the ratios of the characteristic times to the traversal

The above equation shows in particular that unity transmission to achieved at resonance energy when the two partial widths are equal, i.e. r° = r£. Reciprocately,
when F° it r£, the transmission is manifestly less than one.
The partial decay widths are also relevant for the discussion of resonant tunneling tiroes. In fact the dwell times7** tO£ and l u , the phase transmission time' 44
tg, and the traversal Larmor time0 r,, may be written in terms of partial widths.
In particular, for T = 1 all of them coincide at the same value 2h/Tn. However,
as pointed out by Smith1*, since the energy of the resonance cannot be characterized by an exact value as it is not well defined within the interval given by the
width r n , one has to average these times across this interval with an appropriate
weight u . Both the dwell time and the transmission phase time when averaged yield
the lifetime, i.e.

times are exponentially large in the thicknesses of the respective barriers, namely,

TU

for, = fto = f» = fr

to

(7)

(5)

•^ as — exp{2ado);

where a = [2m(K - ( B )/A 3 )]'/ a . Eq.(5) shows that as the thicknesses increase the

As remarked by Smith, the collision experiments are an alternative way, to the decay

characteristic times will be in general much larger than the traversal times.

experiments, of measuring the lifetime. It is interesting to note that the averaged
6
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traversal Larmor time gives instead rT = 2h/xYn. As is well known the dwell time

similar way to the phase time except for a factor of 2/ir, i.e., r r » 2fL/"T" u .

is the average time that electrons spend within the system and since for T •= 1 all

One should expect an adequate definition of a transit time to incorporate infor-

particles are transmitted, this time yields the transit time through the system for

mation on the time scales associated to electrons entering and leaving the system.

this case. Clearly the phase time gives also the transit time for the same case.

Clearly the characteristic times provide the time scale for decay of the electron,

In the general case of irregular asymmetric potential profiles where 1*° ^ r£,

respectively, through i = 0 and x = L. The time scale for capture may be ob-

and hence T < 1, the averaged dwell times become UL = 2hT%/T% and ho =

tained by reversing the direction of the electron velocities. For coherent processes

2KT%/Y% which as b well known do not distinguish between channels and therefore

it follows, from general analytical properties of the propagator of the problem, that

are not adequate to define a transit time6. The expression for the averaged phase

for each resonant pole at kn = an — ibn there corresponds a pole at *_„ = —Jk£

r

transmission remains as in Eq.(7) except that now 1"° ^ r £ , namely, f» = ft/( ° +

with associated eigenfunction u n (x) = t£(z) which describes an incoming electron.

r£). However in contrast to the situation described by Eq.(7), the fact that now

Indeed, the probabilty density along the internal region 0 < x < t, increases with

the partial widths are different implies that the transmission phase time is not in

time i.e., |u n (x,i)| a = |u n (x)| 3 exp[r n t/A] as expected for a capture process '*. It

general adequate as a transit time. This follows from the fact that the lifetime and

is straightforward to see that the equation for probability conservation ,i.e. Eq.(2),

hence the average transmission phase time are a measure of the decay out of the
system through the two channels. The rate of decay will be dominated by the larger
of the decay widths. Actually if the partial widths differ appreciably and we denote
by r ; = and r™1" the larger and the smaller, respectively of T% and I"£ then,

now applied to vn(x,t) gives as before F« as the sum of the partial widths given by
Eq.(3). As a result it follows that the time scale for capture through each boundary
is the same as that for decay. A similar statement has been made by Ricco and
Azbel* and Tsuchiya tt. at.". Recent work by Guo tt. at. " reports that build
up times are different from decay tunes. Actually we do not find contradiction

(8)

with our result since they consider wavepackets of energy width larger than the
resonance width, as appropriate to study time evolution of decay, whereas our work

The fact that Eq.(8) does not depend on the decay through the other channel, i.e.
f "'•*, could be interpreted as indicating that the corresponding time is negligible.

involving plane waves corresponds to the opposite situation, namely, wave packets
of energy width much smaller than the resonance width. It follows from the above

However, such an interpretation is incorrect, as follows from the analysis leading to

considerations that in the scattering process , say from x < 0, of an electron near

Eq.(5). The delay time given by the transmission phase time merely provides an

resonance energy, the time scale for entering the system will be r* and the time

alternative form of obtaining the lifetime. The traversal Larmor time behaves in a

scale for leaving the system through the opposite side will be T%, and accordingly
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tm(EF - €„) r,.r r «

=

J =

(11)

for an electron approaching the system from the right. Therefore we expect that
The fact that the above expression involving rlr results from an integration
the transit time will be of the order of the Bum of r° and T%. Since the notion of
over energies across the resonance width is consbtent with its interpretation as an
decay widths does not correspond to a specific resonance energy but applies equally
well to all electrons whose energies are within the resonance width, the transit time
must be interpreted as an average time. Thus it must, for the case T = 1, coincide
with the value given by Eq.(7), i.e. the lifetime h/Tn.

Therefore a definition for

the transit time consistent with the above condition is,

average transit time. For an asymmetric structure J ss r™in and hence the time
scale of the process will be h/T™in, i.e. according to Eqi(9), the longest of T° and T%.
This is to be contrasted with the transmission phase time which instead goes like
fc/rjj"™, i.e. Eq.(8). For the symmetric case J us Tn and hence the corresponding
time scale, as discussed earlier, will be given by the lifetime, which is consistent
with a result by Gueret tt. a/.1*. Eq.(ll) establishes a relationship between our

(9)

In writing the expression on the far right hand side we have made use of Eq.(4) and
of Eq.(6) for the transmission coefficient, at resonance energy, i.e., T"' — T[ln) =
4r°r£/rj[. Eq.(9) implies that for diminishing transmission the transit time will
increase beyond limit. This is to be contrasted with the transmission phase time

definition and a relevant measurable quantity.
In conclusion, this work is based on a framework that emphasizes the properties of the partial widths. This approach leads to a definition of transit time
for arbitrary resonant tunneling structures. An important consequence is that the
transit time may be much larger than previously expected on analysis based on
other definitions. This may be of interest because in practical cases the potential

which instead tends to a finite value, i.e., Eq.(S).

profiles are in general asymmetrical and hence do not provide full transmission. It
For the case of multibarrier resonant tunneling structures, the current density
is worth mentioning that the resonance energies and decay widths may be readily
integrated over a sharp isolated resonance is inversely proportional to the transit
time Tlt. To see this we follow Tsu and Esaki3. In the low temperature limit and for

calculated by a straightforward application of the transfer matrix technique20.

a voltage VbiM larger than the Fermi energy Ep , i.e., eVbiM > Ef, the tunneling
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to consider the effect of the applied voltage. The analytical expression for the
transmission coefficient given by Eq.{6) remains valid and upon substitution into
10

Eq.(10) yields for a sharp isolated resonance the expression,
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